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Wuhan Was a Test Run for Weaponized 5G 
5G + Coronavirus + Vaccinations + Chemtrails = Depopulation Event 

Part 6 – Puzzle Piece 6 
 

On April 16, 2020, The ‘Times of Israel’ reported that Israeli officials said to have debated 
threat five months ago, before the public was aware of corona virus, but ‘nothing was done’ 
by Health Ministry. 
  
U.S. intelligence agencies alerted Israel to the coronavirus outbreak in China already in 
November, Israeli television reported Thursday.   The American people were not alerted and 
public health agencies were silent. 
 
According to Channel 12 news, the U.S. intelligence community became aware of the 
emerging disease in Wuhan in the second week of that month [November] and drew up a 
classified document.  
 
Information on the disease outbreak was not in the public domain at that stage — and was 
known only apparently to the Chinese government.  
 
U.S. intelligence informed the Trump administration, “which did not deem it of interest,” but 
the report said the Americans also decided to update two allies with the classified document: 
NATO and Israel, specifically the IDF.  This is another example of MIGA rather than to look out 
for the wellbeing of its own citizens. 
 
The network said Israeli military officials later in November discussed the possibility of the 
spread of the virus to the region and how it would affect Israel and neighboring countries. 
The intelligence also reached Israel’s decision makers and the Health Ministry, where 
“nothing was done,” according to the report.  
 
Last week, ABC News reported that US intelligence officials were warning about the 
coronavirus in a report prepared in December by the American military’s National Center for 
Medical Intelligence.  
 
It was unclear if that was the same report that was said to have been shared with Israel.   In 
its first major step to prevent the spread of the corona virus, Israel announced on January 30 
it was barring all flights from China, ten days after Chinese leader Xi Jinping issued his first 
public comments on the virus and the Asian country’s top epidemiologist said for the first 
time it could be spread from person to person.  
 
An Associated Press report on Wednesday said Xi’s warning came seven days after Chinese 
officials secretly determined that they were likely facing a pandemic, potentially costing 
China and other countries valuable time to prepare for the outbreak.  
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Doctors in Wuhan, the city at the center of the outbreak in China, are reported to have first 
tried to have warned about the virus in December, but were censored.  
 
The Chinese government has repeatedly denied suppressing information in the early days, 
saying it immediately reported the outbreak to the World Health Organization.  
Agencies contributed to this report.  
Source:  
https://www.timesofisrael.com/us-alerted-israel-nato-to-disease-outbreak-in-china-in-
november-report/  
 
(Comment: This is a bombshell exposure of information regarding the pre-knowledge of the 
outbreak, and yet nothing was done about it UNTIL it was fully spread across America. If they 
didn't think it was a problem they wouldn't have notified NATO and Israel. This also shows 
where the U.S. government's loyalties truly lie, relative to the U.S. citizen. I have been telling 
people for weeks that the flu virus was released in November and has been spreading across 
nations and the US ever since. Too much information and flu cases proved this point. Now we 
have confirmation of this fact. We cannot trust our government to tell us the truth, to defend 
us in any way or to rescue us from peril. The American citizen is the last to know what is going 
on and the most to suffer under both soft tyranny and major attacks. Next time we may not 
be so lucky.  
 
There have been many areas where this series ties to the “Satanic Talmud and the Synagogue 
of Satan.”  President Trump is owned and controlled by the Rothschild Zionist Chabad Jews.  
His bumbling of the COVID-19 issue is just cause for his not being re-elected.  Now that the 
government is in the hands of FEMA!  The main stream media, and the government agencies, 
along with the CDC, NHIAI pretend or fail to keep the public informed that the COVID-19 virus 
was bio-engineered as a bio-weapon.  The public information has been totally wrong based 
upon medical protocols, with dozens of competent physicians pointing out the errors of Dr. 
Anthony Fauci and Dr. Deborah Birx.   Since when does the medical authorities bow down to 
an indicted murderer of thousands of Indian children?   
 

Bill Gates funded the Pirbrite Institute, which owns a Patent 
on the Corona Virus; the CDC owns the strain isolated from 
humans.  I have previously shared this information.  There are 
huge issues in matters of conflict of interests that beg criminal 
investigation of Bill Gates and his associates. 
 
Bill Gates has been treated by the world as some messiah with a needle, when in fact he 
should be arrested and placed behind prison bars.  "I am sure you know this, but the Bill 
Gates foundation vaccines have killed tens of thousands of kids in India.  In 2011 alone, the 
Bill and Melinda Gates' polio vaccine campaign in India caused 496,500 cases of paralysis and 

https://www.timesofisrael.com/us-alerted-israel-nato-to-disease-outbreak-in-china-in-november-report/
https://www.timesofisrael.com/us-alerted-israel-nato-to-disease-outbreak-in-china-in-november-report/
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death. The western media does not cover it, but it is out there. The foundation worked to 
develop some "evidence based tools" that help persuade reluctant American parents to 
vaccinate." 
 
He is developing technology to change the weather--you can find his lectures on YouTube. He 
practically owns Monsanto now, so is developing crop technology (some of these crops harm 
fertility), and now world vaccine and population reduction programs. BG's family is steeped 
in the eugenics movement. [His father was President of Planned Parenthood.] Add it up and 
tell me how that is a good thing. I am no brain surgeon but it does not take much to see what 
is happening.   
 
Back in 1998 Microsoft was indicted by the Federal Justice Dept. for violations of the Sherman 
Antitrust Act 1890. 
 

 
 
The judgment in United States vs Microsoft, on November 5, 1999, ruled that Microsoft's 
dominance of the personal computer operating systems market constituted a monopoly, and 
that Microsoft had a policy of aggressively undermining all competitors.  
 
The court ordered the breakup of Microsoft into two separate units for the operating system, 
and the other for its software.  The ruling was overturned on appeal in 2001.   
 

https://phibetaiota.net/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/gates-meme.png
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Early into the investigation of gene sequencing, the doctor who first discovered HIV was 
confident COVID-19 was created in a lab. 
  
Professor Luc Montagnier, a central member of the team that identified HIV during the early 
days of the AIDS epidemic, is now bucking the media consensus on the novel coronavirus by 
claiming the pathogen was at least partially edited in a laboratory.  Montagnier revealed his 
reasoning on a French medical podcast Thursday, according to the French newspaper Le 
Parisien. 
 
According to research performed by Montagnier, a Nobel Prize winner, and his mathematician 
partner Jean-Claude Perez, SARS-CoV-2 contains sequences of the human immunodeficiency 
virus — HIV.  The medical legend took his claims a step further and asserted his confidence that 
the virus was pieced together in a Wuhan, China, biolab. 
 
Montagnier said researchers from India published their findings after stumbling over the HIV 
link, but were forced to retract after “enormous pressure,” according to a translated version of 
the Le Parisien story. 
 
Anne Goffard, a professor at France’s Faculty of Pharmacy in Lille, disputes the link exists at all. 
“The study of Indian biomathematicians was quickly invalidated by other work which, by looking 
at the computer study of the genome, proved that there was no HIV sequence,” Goffard told the 
paper. 
 
While Goffard maintains the Indian researchers withdrew their publication due to errors and 
pressure from the scientific community, Montagnier’s team is not convinced. 
 
“This is the work of a watchmaker’s precision,” mathematician Perez told Le Parisien. “The 
presence of pieces of HIV cannot be natural.”  Do you think the virus escaped from a Chinese 
biolab? 
 
American media has been swift to condemn anyone seen as even remotely linking the novel 
coronavirus to biological engineering. 
 
Republican Sen. Tom Cotton of Arkansas found himself at the center of negative media 
attention and faulty fact checks after simply suggesting the Wuhan Institute of Virology needed 
a thorough investigation. 
 
China claimed—for almost two months—that coronavirus had originated in a Wuhan seafood 
market. That is not the case. @TheLancet published a study demonstrating that of the original 
40 cases, 14 of them had no contact with the seafood market, including Patient Zero. 
pic.twitter.com/PdgqgHjkGy —(Tom Cotton (@SenTomCotton) January 30, 2020) 
 
While the overwhelming scientific consensus points to COVID-19 being natural in origin instead 
of man-made, that expert agreement in no way absolves the Wuhan biolab. 

http://www.leparisien.fr/societe/coronavirus-et-vih-pourquoi-la-theorie-du-pr-luc-montagnier-est-invraisemblable-17-04-2020-8301387.php
http://www.leparisien.fr/societe/coronavirus-et-vih-pourquoi-la-theorie-du-pr-luc-montagnier-est-invraisemblable-17-04-2020-8301387.php
https://www.westernjournal.com/rush-debunk-wuhan-biolab-theories-media-overlooked-frightening-possibility/?ff_source=Email&ff_medium=patriottribune&ff_campaign=dailyam&ff_content=libertyalliance
https://twitter.com/TheLancet
https://t.co/PdgqgHjkGy
https://twitter.com/SenTomCotton/status/1222962874932453377
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It’s already been proven that the lab worked with coronaviruses likely taken from the most 
exotic and remote bat populations in China. 
 
Although the specific details are unknown thanks to China’s secrecy, it’s assumed that scientists 
were working to compete against the United States in the field of virology. To do so, the 
researchers would likely isolate and study some of the nastiest pathogens available to them. 
 
One unwashed hand or sloppy decontamination procedure is all it would take for a virus like 
SARS-CoV-2 to escape. 
 
If Nobel Prize winner Montagnier is wrong about the virus being a human creation, it doesn’t 
mean there’s nothing to worry about. Natural selection is insidious in its efficiency and has 
given humanity the Black Death, the Spanish Flu and now, possibly, the novel coronavirus. 
 
While China may not have been editing the biological code of viruses in the Wuhan lab, the 
country’s shocking lies have already cost the world dearly. 
 
Update 8 

This latest report from the Taiwan News concerns an alarming development whereby 
the Wuhan Coronavirus Reinfection Is Hastening Fatal Heart Attacks. 
 
Update 9 

Why China? Here’s why: Is the coronavirus really a sterilization bioweapon unleashed to 
reverse the population explosion?  Any depopulation event of this enormity and gravity always 
has multiple motives.  Just as the Spanish flu pandemic — “the deadliest in history that infected 
an estimated 500 million people worldwide—about one-third of the planet’s population” — was 
a U.S.-manufactured influenza via vaccines and globalist-directed genocide, so, too, will the 
Wuhan coronavirus prove to be a similar odious experiment on humanity.  If the many 
bloodlines that converge on the Indian subcontinent suddenly fall prey to the coronavirus, 
especially a usually mutated form, then the most populous countries is being targeted. 
 
Update 10 

As always, all the usual suspects will gain enormously from this bioengineered pandemic.  This 
is how the perps at the pinnacle of the decision-making process rope all the key players into 
such a serpentine conspiratorial plot. See: CORONAVIRUS BACK STORY: A Massive Criminal 
Conspiracy Revolving Around Big Pharma 
 
Update 11 

The Trump administration has been waging all-out economic war against China with Secretary 
of the Treasury Steven Mnuchin and Secretary of Commerce Wilbur Ross leading the charge. 

https://www.westernjournal.com/report-evidence-emerges-pointing-wuhan-biolab-ground-zero/?ff_source=Email&ff_medium=patriottribune&ff_campaign=dailyam&ff_content=libertyalliance
https://www.westernjournal.com/chinas-lies-caused-pandemic-time-make-country-pay/?ff_source=Email&ff_medium=patriottribune&ff_campaign=dailyam&ff_content=libertyalliance
http://stateofthenation.co/?p=7192
http://stateofthenation.co/?p=7209
http://stateofthenation.co/?p=7209
http://stateofthenation.co/?p=7217
http://stateofthenation.co/?p=7217
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While Mnuchin has stealthily employed financial terrorism all along, did Ross just unwittingly 
reveal that economic sabotage was at work via the coronavirus in order to drive American 
factories back to the U.S.? See: STAGED CORONAVIRUS SCARE: Was this the plan all along to 
bring manufacturing back to the USA from China? (Video) 
 
Update 12 

Now we find out that there were upwards of 10,000 Military Personnel From 110 Nations In 
Wuhan, China Just Weeks Before the Coronavirus Outbreak.  Whenever there are “110 
nations” participating in any joint endeavor, it is a patently globalist event, which means this 
manufactured pandemic is quite likely a MULTINATIONAL BLACK OP! well beyond the proven 
British, American and Israeli state actors.  Not only was the opening ceremony for the 2019 
Military World Games held in Wuhan on October 18th, but that was followed by a U.S. men’s 
soccer match at a Wuhan, China sports venue—ground zero of the virus original outbreak.  This 
international event was probably selected — and specifically timed right at the beginning of 
China’s annual flu season — because it provided ample opportunity for co-conspirators from 
around the world community of nations to do the necessary dirty work in case anyone got 
caught.  The US, UK and Israel would then enjoy plausible deniability in the absence of their 
fingerprints being ‘found’ at the crime scenes.  And, yes, there are certainly multiple crime 
scenes which is why it exploded so quickly.  This has been my thinking from the beginning when 
it became known of the deeper ties with the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation and all the 
different bio-labs working together.  
  
The wealthy Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation called Wednesday for global cooperation to ready 
COVID-19 vaccines for 7 billion people, while offering an additional US$150 million toward 
developing therapeutics and treatments for the virus. 
 
While it is likely to take as many as 18 months to develop and fully test a safe coronavirus 
vaccine, global authorities and businesses need to start now on plans to manufacture it, said 
foundation chief executive Mark Suzman. 
 
"It's normal to have, at maximum, hundreds of millions of doses manufactured," he said. "When 
you are dealing with a novel pathogen like COVID-19, as and when we get to identifying a 
successful vaccine, we are going to need billions of doses." 
 
"There are 7 billion people on the planet," he said. "We are going to need to vaccinate nearly 
every one. There is no manufacturing capacity to do that." 
 
Suzman announced the foundation, started and controlled by mega-billionaire Microsoft 
founder Bill Gates and his wife Melinda Gates, is adding US$150 million to the $100 million it 
announced in February to help in international efforts to battle the coronavirus pandemic. 
 
Much of the money is to support the development of COVID-19 diagnostic tests, therapeutic 
treatments and vaccines, and to make them globally available, he said. 

http://stateofthenation.co/?p=7227
http://stateofthenation.co/?p=7227
http://stateofthenation.co/?p=7252
http://stateofthenation.co/?p=7252
http://stateofthenation.co/?p=7252
https://www.gatesfoundation.org/Media-Center/Press-Releases/2020/04/Gates-Foundation-Expands-Commitment-to-COVID-19-Response-Calls-for-International-Collaboration
https://www.sciencealert.com/who-says-a-coronavirus-vaccine-is-18-months-away
https://www.sciencealert.com/who-says-a-coronavirus-vaccine-is-18-months-away
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Some is also for helping the poorest countries in South Asia and Sub-Saharan Africa, which lack 
supplies, equipment and infrastructure to counter the new epidemic. 
 
But the foundation has its focus on preparing for the creation of a vaccine that could effectively 
halt the spread of coronavirus.  Some 100 potential vaccines are being developed and tested by 
scientists around the world, Suzman said. 
 
Many might appear hopeful in initial, small tests, he said, but most will fail in larger trials.  "A 
successful vaccine has to be available for 7 billion people. You need to test if there are 
unexpected side effects, or side effects within cohorts or groups, whether it's pregnant women 
or the elderly or the very young," said Suzman. 
 
"The vast majority of vaccine candidates fail in those larger trials, the so-called phase-three 
trials." 
 
Fastest vaccine ever!  But even as those trials take place, he said, there needs to be an 
international group of experts, countries and companies honing in on those with the most 
promise and preparing ahead of time to manufacture them. 
 
He said both China and the United States have to be part of the joint effort, as well as the 
World Health Organization. On Tuesday, US President Donald Trump said he was cutting off US 
funds for the WHO. 
 
"Clearly for us, the World Health Organization is a very strong, reliable partner," Suzman said, 
noting the Gates Foundation is WHO's second-largest source of funding after the U.S.  Earlier 
Wednesday, European Commissioner Chief Ursula von der Leyen called a donors conference for 
May 4 to fund the creation and global deployment of a vaccine, calling it "our collective best 
shot at beating the virus." 
 
Suzman said the Gates Foundation is "reasonably optimistic" that one or more successful 
vaccines can be proven within 12 to 18 months.  No kidding Dick Tracy!   
 
"This will be the fastest vaccine ever developed in human history," he said.  Yet getting the 
production going, he estimated, will cost several billion dollars.  Each vaccine finally approved 
will require its own manufacturing process, and if people don't begin to prepare within months, 
a lot of time will be lost, he warned. 
 
"There will be no return to 'normal' until there is a vaccine," Suzman said. "But there are no 
dramatic ways to short-cut it."  These people have no shame.  Their anxiousness to vaccinate 7 
billion people betrays their real agenda.  As they benefit several ways, like patent fees by the 
CDC and big Pharma, they can carry out Ted Turner’s desire as displayed in granite with the 
Georgia Guide Stones.  When you know the primary reason for the founding of the UN Club of 
Rome in 1968, their primary reason for their existence was to find ways of reducing the world’s 
population. 

https://www.sciencealert.com/trump-announces-he-will-halt-us-funding-of-who
https://www.sciencealert.com/trump-announces-he-will-halt-us-funding-of-who
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Lest anyone think these people have changed, they should be reminded of a law suit over the 
Swine Flu outbreak a decade ago.  A law suit was filed claiming the swine flu outbreak was an 
act of bio-terrorism and intent to commit mass murder. 
 
Citizens were advised not to take the supposed vaccine for the Swine flu: Jane Burgermeister, 
an Austrian Investigative journalist, reportedly filed charges with the FBI in Austria on June 10, 
2009 against the World Health Organization (WHO), the United Nations (UN), and several of the 
highest ranking members of the U.S. Federal government, including President Obama and 
corporate officials, concerning bio-terrorism and attempts to commit mass murder, just in time 
for the anticipated July release of Baxter's A/H1N1 flu vaccine -- though it remains to be seen 
whether the FBI would conduct an investigation or reveal more complicity in keeping heinous  
crimes covered up.  Burgermeister prepared an injunction against forced vaccination that is 
being filed in America. In April she filed charges against Baxter AG and Avir Green Hills 
Biotechnology of Austria for producing contaminated bird flu vaccine, with allegations that this 
was a deliberate act calculated to cause and profit from a worldwide pandemic. 
 
Burgermeister presented evidence of acts of bio-terrorism that is in violation of U.S. law, 
committed by a group that is operating in the U.S. under the direction of International bankers 
who control the Federal Reserve, WHO, the UN and NATO for the purpose of carrying out mass 
genocide against the U.S. population by using a genetically engineered flu pandemic virus with 
the intention of causing a massive amount of deaths. Unsurprisingly, this group involves 
officials holding high U.S. government offices. Leaders in the Center for Disease Control (CDC) 
also allegedly know that the vaccine is not safe.  Once again the U.S. state-sponsored major 
media has made no mention of this, which isn't surprising when you look at the way they have 
purposely and repeatedly misled this country -- look at the attacks of 9/11 and all that has 
happened since the U.S. began the fraudulent 'War on Terror' under the Bush cabal. Illegal 
propaganda is a powerful -- and dangerous -- weapon the Federal Government has utilized for 
decades.  Evidence indicating that an international corporate criminal syndicate has developed, 
produced, stockpiled and employed biological weapons to eliminate the population of the U.S. 
and other countries for financial and political gain has been presented. 
 

Members of this criminal syndicate allegedly include: U.S. President Barack Obama, UN System 
Coordinator for Influenza David Nabarro, Director-General of WHO Margaret Chan, U.S. 
Secretary of Department of Health and Human Services Kathleen Sibelius, U.S. Secretary of the 
Department of Homeland Security Janet Napolitano, bankers David de Rothschild, David 
Rockefeller and George Soros, Chancellor of Austria Werner Faymann and Austrian Health 
Minister Alois Stoger among others.  The charges filed by Burgermeister contend that the 
defendants mentioned above conspired with each other and others to develop, fund and 
participate in the final phase of implementing a covert international bioweapons program that 
also involves Pharmaceutical giants Baxter and Novartis and more likely others as well. 
 
By bioengineering and releasing lethal biological agents -- the 'bird flu' virus and the 'swine flu 
virus' -- as a pretext for implementing a forced mass vaccination program, the syndicate would 

https://archive.is/o/iuh1/www.dailymotion.com/relevance/search/cbs+60+minutes%2C+swine+flu+vaccine/video/x9mh9f_swine-flu-1976-propaganda_webcam
https://archive.is/o/iuh1/www.naturalnews.com/026503_pandemic_swine_flu_bioterrorism.html
https://archive.is/o/iuh1/www.fleshandstone.net/healthandsciencenews/burgermeister.html
https://archive.is/o/iuh1/www.scribd.com/doc/16849102/Evidence-of-the-Use-of-Pandemic-Flu-to-Depopulate-USA
https://archive.is/o/iuh1/www.apfn.org/apfn/jfk.htm
https://archive.is/o/iuh1/www.apfn.org/apfn/jfk.htm
https://archive.is/o/iuh1/www.youtube.com/watch?v=daNr_TrBw6E
https://archive.is/o/iuh1/www.scribd.com/doc/16849102/Evidence-of-the-Use-of-Pandemic-Flu-to-Depopulate-USA
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be able to administer a toxic biological agent that causes death and injury to the people of the 
U.S. in direct violation of the Biological Weapons Anti-terrorism Act.  72 Kilos of Live Bird Flu 
Virus Supplied to Baxter AG by the WHO.  Burgermeister also presented evidence that Baxter 
AG, the Austrian subsidiary of Baxter International, deliberately sent 72 kilos of live bird flu 
virus that was supplied by the WHO in the winter of 2008 to 16 laboratories in 4 countries, 
offering clear proof that the pharmaceutical companies and International Government agencies 
have been actively engaging in producing, developing, manufacturing and distributing deadly 
biological weapons in order to trigger a pandemic and cause a large amount of civilian deaths. 
 
Baxter's lab in Austria, supposedly one of the most secure biosecurity labs in the world, 
disregarded the most basic and essential procedures to keep 72 kilos of a classified pathogenic 
bioweapon secure and separated from all other substances, instead allowing it to be mixed 
with the ordinary human flu virus and sent out to the rest of the world from its facilities in Orth 
and Donau.  When a staff member at BioTest in the Czech Republic tested material meant for 
candidate vaccines on ferrets, the ferrets died. There was no investigation or follow up from the 
WHO, the EU or the Austrian health authorities into the content of the virus material, and there 
is no data on the genetic sequence of the virus that has been released. 
 
Burgermeister's dossier reportedly reveals that the release of the virus was supposed to be an 
essential step for triggering a pandemic that would allow the WHO to declare a Level 6 
Pandemic. She lists the laws and decrees that would allow the UN and WHO to take over the 
U.S. should a pandemic occur and the legislation that would require compliance with 

mandatory vaccinations in the U.S. once a pandemic was declared.  Manufactured 'Swine 
Flu' Could Only be Created in a Laboratory.  She presented evidence revealing that the 

bird flu and the swine flu viruses were in fact bio-engineered in laboratories using funding that 
was supplied by WHO and other government agencies among others, charges that the entire 
'swine flu' pandemic business is a massive lie and that there is no natural virus that poses a 
threat to the population. According to many experts, the 'swine flu' is part swine flu, part 
human flu and part bird flu, a hybrid that can only come from laboratories.  Claims from WHO 
that this 'swine flu' is a pandemic are intentionally misleading, probably because the viruses 
that were released were created and released with the help of WHO, making them responsible 
for the 'pandemic' in the first place. Also noted by Burgermeister is the fact that the death 
figures reported as 'swine flu' are inconsistent and there is no clarity as to how the number of 
‘deaths’ was documented.  The WHO negligence is highly suspect of fraud and corruption. 
 
A pandemic could occur if mass vaccinations of the tainted vaccine are carried out under the 
guise of protecting populations since there is evidence showing that mandatory vaccines have 
been intentionally contaminated to cause death.  Novartis bird flu vaccine killed 21 homeless 
people in Poland during the summer of 2008. The same International Pharmaceutical 
companies and International Government agencies that developed the contaminated vaccines 
are set to profit greatly from contracts to supply the contaminated vaccines while state-
sponsored media purposely spreads misinformation designed to entice people of the U.S. into 
getting the contaminated vaccine. Using Terror to Force People to Give up Their Rights 

https://archive.is/o/iuh1/www.scribd.com/doc/16849102/Evidence-of-the-Use-of-Pandemic-Flu-to-Depopulate-USA
https://archive.is/o/iuh1/www.naturalnews.com/026503_pandemic_swine_flu_bioterrorism.html
https://archive.is/o/iuh1/statismwatch.ca/2009/03/05/%e2%80%98accidental%e2%80%99-contamination-of-vaccine-with-live-avian-flu-virus-virtually-impossible/
https://archive.is/o/iuh1/www.scribd.com/doc/16849102/Evidence-of-the-Use-of-Pandemic-Flu-to-Depopulate-USA
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The Model State Emergency Health Powers Act, the National Emergency Act, National Security 
Presidential Directive 51, Homeland Security Presidential Directive 20 and the International 
Partnership on Avian and Pandemic Influenza were designed in part to require vaccinations in 
the event of 'National Emergencies' or 'pandemics.'  Burgermeister charges that those named in 
her allegations (mentioned above) implemented and/or accelerated implementation of 'laws' 
and regulations -- in the U.S. since 2008 -- aimed at stripping citizens of the U.S. of lawful 
Constitutional rights to refuse an injection. These same people have made it a crime to refuse 
to take injections against pandemic viruses and imposed other excessive and cruel penalties 
such as imprisonment and/or quarantine in FEMA camps while barring victims of the injections 
in the U.S. from claiming compensation from deaths or injuries that result from being forcefully 
injected -- just more proof that it's long past time to repeal all of the illegal, unconstitutional 
'legislation' that our corrupted Republicans and Democrats in Congress have egregiously passed 
these past eight and a half years and it's time to lock up those in Congress who have enabled 
these treasonous actions. Everything that has happened since the Bush cabal allowed the 
attacks of 9/11 has been intentionally designed to destroy rights, liberties, and to control 
populations. 
 
In keeping with the tradition of the past eight and a half years, the Federal government has 
violated federal corruption laws and the abuse of office as well as the U.S. Constitution and the 
Bill of Rights, and laid the groundwork for mass genocide.  As with Iraq, mass murder was 
preplanned. Revelations of the FEMA concentration camps and the mass coffins/coffin liners 
that were revealed suddenly seem to have a little more meaning. Some claim that the DHS 
wasn't created to make Americans safe. It was created to make it easier to create mass murder. 
Many in our Federal government, from Congress, the Judiciary and the Executive branch have 
repeatedly committed treason against the American people, which also helps explain why the 
government aided in the attacks of 9/11 -- recently it was revealed that the NSA has a special 
unit set up to help squash leaks regarding government involvement in the attacks of 9/11. It 
also helps explain why nothing has been done to the Bush administration for all the crimes they 
committed with the help of their enablers in Congress and the Judiciary. 
 
Burgermeister further charges that Pharmaceutical companies consisting of Baxter, Novartis 
and Sanofi Aventis are part of the dual purpose bioweapons program financed by the crime 
syndicate with the intentions of reducing the world's population by more than 5 billion people 
in the next ten years by committing mass murder and planning to spread terror to justify 
forcing people to give up their rights. Sound familiar? It should. The Bush administration did it 
for several years. It appears that the North American Union, as well as the intentional 
destruction of the U.S. Constitution, was aimed at giving control over natural resources such as 
water and undeveloped oil lands to a group of international elites, as well as total control over 
North America.  'Swine Flu' vaccines are defined as Bio-weapons. 
 
A 69-page document presented as evidence by Burgermeister in her June 10, 2009 filing to 
substantiate her charges is quite impressive. She appears to have thoroughly done her 
homework. Evidence includes a factual background delineating time lines and facts establishing 
probable cause, UN and WHO definitions and roles, and history and incidents from the April 

https://archive.is/o/iuh1/www.americanchronicle.com/articles/view/89251
https://archive.is/o/iuh1/www.americanchronicle.com/articles/view/89251
https://archive.is/o/iuh1/goldenheart888.wordpress.com/2009/06/30/ciaswineflufemacoffins/
https://archive.is/o/iuh1/polidics.com/new-world-order/fema-has-over-4-acres-of-new-coffins-why.html
https://archive.is/o/iuh1/onlinejournal.com/artman/publish/article_4878.shtml
https://archive.is/o/iuh1/onlinejournal.com/artman/publish/article_4878.shtml
https://archive.is/o/iuh1/www.scribd.com/doc/16849102/Evidence-of-the-Use-of-Pandemic-Flu-to-Depopulate-USA
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2009 'swine flu' outbreak as well as evidence that the 'swine flu' vaccines are defined as 
bioweapons. She also presented a lot of scientific evidence.  More disturbingly, she presents 
evidence of the deliberate release of the 'swine flu' in Mexico, conveniently timed to coincide 
with President Obama's trip to Mexico as well as evidence connecting Baxter and WHO to 
producing and releasing pandemic virus material in Austria.  There is evidence implicating 
Baxter, Novartis, and WHO's role in the bioweapons program, WHO's manipulation of data in 
order to justify declaring a Pandemic Level 6 and evidence showing the FDA's role in covering 
up the bioweapons program. Canada's National Microbiology Labs, the UK's NIBSC and the CDC 
all played roles too. There is evidence showing the intentional manipulation of the legal 
framework to allow mass murder with impunity as well as various Constitutional issues. 
 
There is allegedly evidence showing the existence of an international corporate crime 
syndicate, evidence to the existence of the 'Illuminati' as well as evidence of the depopulation 
agenda of the Illuminati/Bilderbergs and their involvement in engineering and releasing the 
artificial 'swine flu' virus. There is even evidence showing that the weaponized flu was discussed 
at the annual Bilderberg meeting in Athens this past May as part of their agenda of genocide, as 
well as a list of attendees who view themselves as genetically superior to the rest of humanity. 
More information can be found in the article from Natural News.   
 

 
Swine Flu Outbreak or Bioterrorism and Intent to Commit Mass Murder?   

 
 

Whistle-blowers have provided some evidence too. It's no wonder the Federal government 
hates them so much! As I've said numerous times in the past, it's time to clean house and throw 
away the trash that has permeated our Congress for so long. It's time to get rid of the Federal 
judges -- including those in the Supreme Court -- that have been appointed by highly-corrupted 
presidents such as those we've had the displeasure of having in office for the past couple of 
decades, although the last one who just left this past January probably takes the cake as far as 
being the most corrupt so far.  Obama has proven many times over the past several months 
that he's just an extension of our former president. Every single one of the enablers should be 
locked up. This isn't something that happened overnight. This is something that, as noted by 
AARP, has been planned for a long time.  It has shared values with the Club of Rome. 
 
Earlier this year, in April, there was a report claiming that there is ample evidence proving that 
the Department of Homeland Security was transporting Bird Flu to Mexico to intentionally 
infect and kill some of the population and start the usual propaganda campaign to instill fear in 
everyone. The government has been creating disasters for years, it's just become a lot more 
evident these past eight and a half years since the appointment of George W. Bush to the 
presidency that continues on under Barack Obama, and likely under President Trump. 
 
To date, 39 U.S. States have declared their sovereignty. It's time for the U.S. Government to 
work for the people like it's supposed to, not the large corporations. It's time for the American 

https://archive.is/o/iuh1/www.scribd.com/doc/16856224/Criminal-Charges-Swine-Flu-Edits-v2-1
https://archive.is/o/iuh1/www.youtube.com/watch?v=aBDTdqhY2J4
https://archive.is/o/iuh1/www.scribd.com/doc/16849102/Evidence-of-the-Use-of-Pandemic-Flu-to-Depopulate-USA
https://archive.is/o/iuh1/www.naturalnews.com/026503_pandemic_swine_flu_bioterrorism.html
https://archive.is/o/iuh1/www.aarp.org/community/groups/displayTopic.bt?pageNum=1&groupId=1472&topicId=2616892
https://archive.is/o/iuh1/www.youtube.com/watch?v=oWbNqD7a0H0
https://archive.is/o/iuh1/www.youtube.com/watch?v=DxpEKvJT808
https://archive.is/o/iuh1/statesstand.ning.com/
https://archive.is/o/iuh1/www.article-5.org/file.php/1/Articles/TheFrontPage_TheWholePage.htm
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people to take their Constitution and their country back. Everything that has happened since 
the Bush cabal allowed the attacks of 9/11 has been a global war on populations, not terror -- 
terror is the one consistent factor illegally utilized by the Federal government over the past 
eight and a half years -- and it all needs closer routinization and investigation. It's long past time 
to end the illegal NSA spying, time to repeal all of the illegal, unconstitutional 'legislation' that 
our corrupted Republicans and Democrats in Congress have egregiously passed and it's time to 
clean house, take out the trash and lock up those in Congress, Washington and elsewhere who 
have enabled these treasonous actions. The question remains: Swine flu outbreak or 
Bioterrorism and intent to commit mass murder? You can draw your own conclusion but we 
need to know the truth and we need to know the answer. 
 
Every day researchers have been digging into the past of this nerdy geek, as many refer to Bill 
Gates; however, he is anything but a nerdy geek, he is a corrupt evil killer of innocent children 
around the Third World.   
 
 

Bill and Malinda Gates Foundation as Corrupt as Clinton Foundation

 
 
The Bill and Malinda Gates Foundation (BMGF) are just as corrupt as the Clinton Foundation. 
Here’s a short list of facts/allegations with references. 
 
• Helped Big Pharma circumvent Western regulatory regimes by sponsoring cut-rate drug trials 
[1]; 
 
• Gave grants of hundreds of millions to companies it owns stock in [3]; 
 

https://archive.is/o/iuh1/www.article-5.org/file.php/1/Articles/TheFrontPage_TheWholePage.htm
https://archive.is/o/iuh1/www.psychologytoday.com/blog/the-shrink-tank/200907/the-nsa-suspects-youre-terrorist-how-the-bush-administration-implemented
https://archive.is/o/iuh1/www.americanchronicle.com/articles/view/89251
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• Thousands of child rape photos were traded out of Bill Gates’ mansion [4]; 
 
• Gates was a member of Epstein’s inner-circle [5]; 
 
• Gates had one-on-one meetings with Epstein even after he was arrested for child trafficking 
and child sex abuse [5]; 
 
• The Gates operation resembles nothing so much as a massive, vertically integrated 
multinational corporation (MNC), controlling every step in a supply chain that reaches from its 
Seattle-based boardroom, through various stages of procurement, production, and distribution, 
to millions of nameless, impoverished “end-users” in the villages of Africa and South Asia [2]; 
 
• In 2010, the Gates Foundation funded a Phase III trial of a malaria vaccine developed by 
GlaxoSmithKline (GSK), administering the experimental treatment to thousands of infants 
across seven African countries. Eager to secure the WHO approval necessary to license the 
vaccine for global distribution, GSK and BMGF declared the trials a smashing success, and the 
popular press uncritically reproduced the publicity. Few bothered to look closely at the study’s 
fine print, which revealed that the trials resulted in 151 deaths and caused “serious adverse 
effects” (e.g., paralysis, seizures, and febrile convulsions) in 1048 of 5949 children aged 5-17 
months. Similar stories emerged in the wake of the Gates-funded MenAfriVac campaign in 
Chad, where unconfirmed reports alleged that 50 of 500 children forcibly vaccinated for 
meningitis later developed paralysis [2]; 
 
• In 2010 seven adolescent tribal girls in Gujarat and Andhra Pradesh died after receiving 
injections of HPV (Human Papilloma Virus) vaccines as part of a large-scale “demonstrational 
study” funded by the Gates Foundation and administered by PATH [2]; 
 
• An Indian Parliamentary Committee determined that the Gates-funded vaccine campaign was 
a large-scale clinical trial conducted on behalf of the pharmaceutical firms and disguised as an 
“observational study” in order to outflank statutory requirements. The Committee found that 
PATH had “violated all laws and regulations laid down for clinical trials by the government” in a 
“clear-cut violation of human rights and a case of child abuse.” [2] 
 
• Other dangerous drugs that failed to gain a toehold in Western markets have received similar 
attention from the Gates Foundation. Norplant, a subcutaneous contraceptive implant that 
effectively sterilizes women for as long as five years, was pulled from the U.S. market after 
36,000 women filed suit over severe side effects undisclosed by the manufacturer, including 
excessive menstrual bleeding, headaches, nausea, dizziness, and depression. (68) Slightly 
modified and rebranded as Jadelle, the same drug is now being heavily promoted in Africa by 
USAID, the Gates Foundation, and its affiliates [2]; 
 
• Gates works closely with agribusiness giant Monsanto through organizations like the Alliance 
for a Green Revolution in Africa (AGRA), which steers billions in grant money primarily to 
biotech and GMO research [2]; 
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• Many stories on Microsoft’s tax avoidance have been reported since 2005. In August 2014, for 
example, it was reported that Microsoft was sitting on almost $29.6 billion it would owe in U.S. 
taxes if it repatriated the $92.9 billion of earnings it was keeping offshore [6]; 
 
• Microsoft was able to shift offshore nearly $21 billion (in 3 years), or almost half of its U.S. 
retail sales net revenue, saving up to $4.5 billion in taxes on goods sold in the United States, or 
just over $4 million in U.S. taxes each day [6]; 
 
• In the U.K., a Sunday Times investigation found that Microsoft’s channeling of online 
payments for sales of its new Windows 8 operating system to Luxembourg avoided the U.K. 
corporation tax on more than £1.7 billion of revenue every year. Richard Murphy estimates 
annual corporation tax losses of £103 million based on this revenue. This is likely to be higher 
than the amount spent by the BMGF on U.K. organizations [6]; 
 
• It is not inconceivable that you might find yourself someday reading a story about a Gates-
funded health project, written up in a newspaper that gets its health coverage underwritten by 
Gates, reported by a journalist who attended a Gates-funded journalism training program, 
citing data collected and analyzed by scientists with grants from Gates [6]; 
 
• The BMGF is only really accountable to itself, which mainly means Bill and Melinda Gates 
personally. There is no board of trustees as such; the three trustees are Bill and Melinda Gates 
and Warren Buffet [6]; 
 
• One of the most significant controversies of the BMGF’s funding is its support for research 
into genetic modification (G.M.). But alongside funding research, the foundation is also funding 
public relations activities and changes to national regulations to promote the widespread 
adoption of G.M. [6]; 
 
• An investigation in January 2015 by the British newspaper, the Daily Mail interviewed 
numerous boys and girls who said they had no idea they were testing a drug and who suffered 
weight loss, fatigue, dizziness, and menstrual problems. The paper “uncovered claims that 
children as young as nine suffered side-effects after being used as unwitting human guinea pigs 
for the new drug” [6]; 
 
References 
1. rupe-india.org 
2. liberationnews.org 
3. thenation.com 
4. techrights.org 
5. youtube.com 
6. globaljustice.org.uk 
Photo Credit: Sebastian Derungs 
 

https://www.rupe-india.org/57/pharma.html
https://www.liberationnews.org/real-agenda-gates-foundation/
https://www.thenation.com/article/society/bill-gates-foundation-philanthropy/
http://techrights.org/2015/01/03/prison-and-gates/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SgvOg5C0Lc0
https://www.globaljustice.org.uk/sites/default/files/files/resources/gjn_gates_report_june_2016_web_final_version_2.pdf
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Bill_Gates,_WEF_2009_Davos.jpg
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Now if that is not enough to disturb your thinking about the co-founder of Microsoft, then what 
I am about to share should cause you to be alarmed, especially if you understand the Biblical 
references to the “Mark” of the Beast, or Mr. “666”.  No, Bill Gates is not Mr. “666” that is 
Prince Charles of Wales.  See my article “The Satanic Talmud and the Synagogue of Satan” at 
www.pastorbobreid.com  Now to the man who wants to microchip you and every one of the 
7,777,777,777 people on the planet, according to Worldometer.com.   
 

Microsoft Funds ID2020 And Filed Patent For A Device 
Connected To The Human Body (RFID Microchip?) For Buying 

And Selling Bitcoin April 20, 2020 
 

MICROSOFT PATENT FILING FOR BUYING AND SELLING BITCOIN: Human body activity 
associated with a task provided to a user may be used in a mining process of a cryptocurrency 
system. A server may provide a task to a device of a user which is communicatively coupled to 
the server. 
 
A sensor communicatively coupled to or comprised in the device of the user may sense body 
activity of the user. Body activity data may be generated based on the sensed body activity of 
the user. 
 
The cryptocurrency system communicatively coupled to the device of the user may verify if the 
body activity data satisfies one or more conditions set by the cryptocurrency system, and award 
cryptocurrency to the user whose body activity data is verified. 

 

http://www.pastorbobreid.com/
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Microsoft who funds ID2020 files patent 
for the buying and selling of bitcoin 
cryptocurrency that works by a device 
attached to the human body that 
interacts with a computer network 
system. 

Bill Gates may have legally separated himself from Microsoft, but since both entities are 
engaged in exactly the same mission, a separation of purpose certainly has not taken place. 
 
While Bill Gates has been pounding the pavement, telling people that a global vaccine for 
everyone on earth will take place within 18 months, his old company Microsoft has created a 
device that interacts with the pulse, temperature and brain waves of the human body in order 
to engage in the buying and selling of cryptocurrency. Now let’s see, where else have I seen 
that talked about before? 
 
Oh, right, here it is: 
“And he causeth all, both small and great, rich and poor, free and bond, to receive a mark in 
their right hand, or in their foreheads: And that no man might buy or sell, save he that had the 
mark, or the name of the beast, or the number of his name. Here is wisdom. Let him that hath 
understanding count the number of the beast: for it is the number of a man; and his 
number is Six hundred threescore and six.” Revelation 13:16-18 (KJB) 
 
What is the Biblical definition of the Mark of the Beast? According to Revelation 13, it is a 
device that goes in the human body in the back of the right hand or in the forehead, for the 
purpose of buying and selling. Whatever the final Mark takes, that’s exactly what it will do from 
a functional, literal perspective. 
 
Bill Gates and Microsoft are spending billions in order to 1). inject everyone one earth with 
some kind of a ‘vaccination’ shot, 2). create a device for buying and selling currency that’s run 
on the human body as it’s battery, and 3). attach both those things to a digital identification 
from ID2020 whom they also fund. Please note that zero amount of what is said within this 
paragraph is speculation of any kind, click the links, it’s happening now. 
 
FACT: The publication number of this Microsoft patent is #060606.  In Bible Numerics, “0” is not 
recognized as a number and is merely a place holder, and may be removed or not recognized.   
 

https://humansarefree.com/2020/04/covid-19-perfect-cover-for-mandatory-biometric-id.html
https://humansarefree.com/category/bill-gates
https://www.nowtheendbegins.com/category/bill-gates/
https://www.nowtheendbegins.com/anthony-fauci-bill-gates-global-vaccine-action-plan-with-mandatory-covid-19-vaccinations/
https://humansarefree.com/2020/04/16-18
https://www.nowtheendbegins.com/category/ID2020/
https://www.nowtheendbegins.com/category/ID2020/
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So where does that leave us? A poet once said, ‘when someone shows you who they are, 
believe them’. Bill Gates has shown us who he is; Microsoft has shown us who they are. The 
only question is, do you believe them? I sure do. 
 

Microsoft Cryptocurrency System Using Body Activity 
Data.  The Patent was issued March 26

th
, 2020. 

This is the patent information for the Microsoft device to buy and sell cryptocurrency using the 
human body, enjoy! 
 

 
 
Patent Abstract: Human body activity associated with a task provided to a user may be used in 
a mining process of a cryptocurrency system. A server may provide a task to a device of a user 
which is communicatively coupled to the server. A sensor communicatively coupled to or 
comprised in the device of the user may sense body activity of the user. 
 
Body activity data may be generated based on the sensed body activity of the user. The 
cryptocurrency system communicatively coupled to the device of the user may verify if the 
body activity data satisfies one or more conditions set by the cryptocurrency system, and award 
cryptocurrency to the user whose body activity data is verified. Read more 
  
1. WO2020060606 - CRYPTOCURRENCY SYSTEM USING BODY ACTIVITY DATA 
 
PCT Biblio. Data 

 Description 

https://patentscope.wipo.int/search/en/detail.jsf?docId=WO2020060606&tab=PCTBIBLIO
https://patentscope.wipo.int/search/en/detail.jsf;jsessionid=006BF129FACFE57A25A6AB5D2472527D.wapp2nB?docId=WO2020060606&tab=PCTBIBLIO
https://patentscope.wipo.int/search/en/detail.jsf;jsessionid=006BF129FACFE57A25A6AB5D2472527D.wapp2nB?docId=WO2020060606&tab=PCTDESCRIPTION
https://bloogify.com/2020/04/microsoft-patent-060606-body-interfaced-digital-currency
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 Claims 

 Drawings 

 ISR/WOSA/A17(2)(a)  

 National Phase 

 Notices 

 Documents 

Submit observation  
PermaLink  
Machine translation  
Publication Number WO/2020/060606  
Publication Date 26.03.2020  
International Application No. PCT/US2019/038084  
International Filing Date 20.06.2019  

IPC  
G06Q 20/06 2012.01  
G06Q 20/32 2012.01  
H04L 9/32 2006.01  
G06Q 30/02 2012.01  
G06N 3/08 2006.01  
CPC  
G06F 3/011  
G06N 3/0454  
G06N 3/0472  
G06N 3/08  
G06Q 20/18  
G06Q 20/322  
View less classifications  
Applicants  

 MICROSOFT TECHNOLOGY LICENSING, LLC [US/US]; One Microsoft Way Redmond, 
Washington 98052-6399, US 

Inventors  

 ABRAMSON, Dustin; US 
 FU, Derrick; US 

 JOHNSON, Joseph Edwin, JR.; US 

Agents  

 MINHAS, Sandip S.; US 
 CHEN, Wei-Chen Nicholas; US 

 HINOJOSA, Brianna L.; US 

 HOLMES, Danielle J.; US 

 SWAIN, Cassandra T.; US 

 WONG, Thomas S.; US 

 CHOI, Daniel; US 

 HWANG, William C.; US 

 WIGHT, Stephen A.; US 

 CHATTERJEE, Aaron C.; US 

 JARDINE, John S.; US 

 GOLDSMITH, Micah P.; US 

https://patentscope.wipo.int/search/en/detail.jsf;jsessionid=006BF129FACFE57A25A6AB5D2472527D.wapp2nB?docId=WO2020060606&tab=PCTCLAIMS
https://patentscope.wipo.int/search/en/detail.jsf;jsessionid=006BF129FACFE57A25A6AB5D2472527D.wapp2nB?docId=WO2020060606&tab=DRAWINGS
https://patentscope.wipo.int/search/en/detail.jsf;jsessionid=006BF129FACFE57A25A6AB5D2472527D.wapp2nB?docId=WO2020060606&tab=SEARCHREPORT
https://patentscope.wipo.int/search/en/detail.jsf?docId=WO2020060606&tab=PCTBIBLIO
https://patentscope.wipo.int/search/en/detail.jsf;jsessionid=006BF129FACFE57A25A6AB5D2472527D.wapp2nB?docId=WO2020060606&tab=NOTICES
https://patentscope.wipo.int/search/en/detail.jsf;jsessionid=006BF129FACFE57A25A6AB5D2472527D.wapp2nB?docId=WO2020060606&tab=PCTDOCUMENTS
https://www.wipo.int/pct/en/epct/thirdpartyobservations.html?iaNo=PCT/US2019/038084&fillingDt=20190620
https://patentscope.wipo.int/search/en/detail.jsf?docId=WO2020060606
https://www.wipo.int/ipcpub/?symbol=G06Q0020060000&menulang=en&lang=en
https://www.wipo.int/ipcpub/?symbol=G06Q0020320000&menulang=en&lang=en
https://www.wipo.int/ipcpub/?symbol=H04L0009320000&menulang=en&lang=en
https://www.wipo.int/ipcpub/?symbol=G06Q0030020000&menulang=en&lang=en
https://www.wipo.int/ipcpub/?symbol=G06N0003080000&menulang=en&lang=en
https://data.epo.org/linked-data/def/cpc/G06F3-011
https://data.epo.org/linked-data/def/cpc/G06N3-0454
https://data.epo.org/linked-data/def/cpc/G06N3-0472
https://data.epo.org/linked-data/def/cpc/G06N3-08
https://data.epo.org/linked-data/def/cpc/G06Q20-18
https://data.epo.org/linked-data/def/cpc/G06Q20-322
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 TRAN, Kimberly; US 

 PEREZ, Edgar; US 

Priority Data  

16/138,518 
 

21.09.2018 
 

US 

Publication Language English (EN)  
Filing Language English (EN)  
Designated States  
Hide all  
Title  
(EN) CRYPTOCURRENCY SYSTEM USING BODY ACTIVITY DATA 
(FR) SYSTÈME DE CRYPTOMONNAIE UTILISANT DES DONNÉES D'ACTIVITÉ CORPORELLE 

 
Abstract  
(EN)  
Human body activity associated with a task provided to a user may be used in a mining process 
of a cryptocurrency system. A server may provide a task to a device of a user which is 
communicatively coupled to the server. A sensor communicatively coupled to or comprised in 
the device of the user may sense body activity of the user. Body activity data may be generated 
based on the sensed body activity of the user. The cryptocurrency system communicatively 
coupled to the device of the user may verify if the body activity data satisfies one or more 
conditions set by the cryptocurrency system, and award cryptocurrency to the user whose body 
activity data is verified. 
 
The Patent is in both English and French, the French text has been omitted as being duplicitous.  
. 
Also published as  
US16138518  
Latest bibliographic data on file with the International Bureau 

Do not expect SNOPES to confirm any of this, I have checked and they say “not exactly.”  But 
the details of the patent are a bit more creepy.  Please read section 35 of the description 
section where they refer to "FLUMANS"...i doubt this is an error of type...Flumans are humans 
but with a Covid-19 connection.  I need to point out that an abstract is only a summary of the 
contents of the Patent. 
 
How strange! And in the next section [0036] it's says after user performs task, sensor may sense 
body activity and then transmit the sensed body activity to user device. The body activity may 
include, for example, but not limited to, radiation emitted from human body, brain activities, 
blood flow, organ activity, body movement, etc. Examples of body radiation emitted from 
human body may include brain waves such as gamma waves, beta waves, alpha waves 
(subconscious thoughts) theta waves (thoughts involving deep and raw emotions) and delta 
waves (sleep).   
 
According to Microsoft, this system could be used to encourage and motivate people to 
perform certain tasks. Scanners can detect other human behaviors, such as cognitive alertness 
when reading ads that can validate the user’s blocks of digital currency.   

https://patentscope.wipo.int/search/en/detail.jsf?docId=US291464337
https://patentscope.wipo.int/search/docs2/pct/WO2020060606/pic/UfvzygiDX580VYV6iuJDC3ZCBc6UlDr_ZTK_Qm7Sjct2LT315ykEkuEIcQNDHyjWvPijo9o2RCEXbFhyLjF9Brd_uUN_cILSDes-ukGfed0SEULLfjJH-Z2mGNtXcCWjtbhpKJuFhY9YiJyBEutxiEya8z13iHflKuktBCTioZ4;jsessionid=006BF129FACFE57A25A6AB5D2472527D.wapp2nB?docId=id00000053164876
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I have written nearly a dozen articles on 5G EMF technology, and it has been long-known that 
Artificial Intelligence will be married to the Sky Net or Space Fence.  The human natural 
resonance with the Earth is 7.83 megahertz.  Through raising the EMF modulation (fine tuning 
such as AM/FM radio) people can be manipulated as well as their behavior altered or modified. 
 
 Microsoft believes everyone has the right to own their identity. 
 
Most of you do not know that Louis Pasteur was a fraud snake oil salesman.  He is the father of 
the Germ theory.  Germ theory is the basis of modern day vaccination medicine of Big Pharma. 
It came as a surprise to me to learn that Pasteur on his death bed recanted and confessed Germ 
theory was a hoax.   
 
1. Germ Theory has never been proven to be a valid theory. It was only accepted because it 
was a way of making money out of gullible people. Money talks, so it was accepted and a 
huge pharmaceutical industry has since flourished to cater for this pathetic theory. 
 
2. Luis Pasteur was a fraud and a hustler who married the rector's daughter and became a 
famous scientist by stealing all the experiments of other scientists. Thus, he was similar to 
Einstein in that he was dull and stupid in science but was clever in deceiving people. Thus, 
both Pasteur and Einstein were both thieving frauds who stole all their ideas from other 
people. 
 
3. Antoine Bechamp was the real expert on Germ Theory. But his theory differed from 
Pasteur in that he stated that "germs are the result of a disease and are not the cause of it" 
 
4. Prior to agriculture, there was no disease. Agricultural products are the cause of 98% of all 
diseases. These products include sugar, grain and dairy. The other 2% are caused by 
dangerous chemicals such as chlorine, bromine and fluorine. These chemicals are known as 
halogens which cause a disruption of the human hormone system. The hormone system is an 
iodine based system which is vulnerable to disruption by rogue halogens as listed above. 
 
5. When Germ Theory was formulated nobody knew anything about hormones, gut bacteria 
and leaky gut syndrome. Thus, Germ Theory is a totally moronic theory which disregards all 
knowledge of how hormones work; how the gut leaks when aggravated by grain products 
and how bacteria enter the blood stream internally instead of externally. Thus, the internal 
leakage of bacteria is a more logical explanation of disease than the exterior invasion model 
of disease. Therefore, Germ Theory is false because it assumes that the germs come from 
exterior sources.   
 
Pasteur was a chemist, not a physician, a pioneer working in an era when it was daring to 
experiment on humans, rather than unethical, as his experiment with the rabies vaccine might 
be considered today. To conduct this and many of his other famous experiments today, Pasteur 
would have to meet many Federal requirements, including approval from independent human 
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experimentation committees and the Food and Drug Administration.  The public does not need 
the level of tyranny being pushed by Bill Gates and his foundation for legal murder.   
 
Pasteur succeeded in his deviousness. Like scientists today, Pasteur depended on grants from 
government and industry, and he augmented his income with revenues from patents and by 
competing for prizes. At one time, Pasteur had 10 percent of the grants given by the French 
Government. 
 
On his deathbed Louis Pasteur said "Bernard was correct. I was wrong. The microbe (germ) is 
nothing. The terrain (milieu) is everything." Was it real or apocryphal? There are many 
variations of this recant. But the essential admission is intact. 
 
As of April 22, 2020, there is a report by the Washington Standard stating that President Trump 
wants a Health Care PATRIOT Act!   Do I think a “germophobe” President Donald J. Trump 
signing a bill that will require the kind of microchip ID being promulgated  by Bill Gate is 
pushing.  YES I DO!  Bill Gates is nothing more than an evil Josef Mengele and Louis Pasteur. 
 
The public needs to begin a push-back against such notions.  We have the warning from the 
book of Revelation.  There is no grey area, this is a black and white issue, life or death!   
 
Blessings, 
 
Pastor Bob, EvanTeachr@aol.com 
www.pastorbobreid.com  
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